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New holistic English grading sparks controversy 
BY KATHLEEN RILEY 
Staff Writer 
On the other hand, Dr. Edward Cairns 
considers holistic grading reliable and 
the method of the future. 
the merits of English, he added. of writng that are important to the 
whole and sets up a grading criteria that 
is now used to grade papers on a large 
scale, he added. 
As defined in Webster's Dictionary, 
"holistic" means of or pertaining to the 
whole. Some Cal Poly English teachers 
are now using holistic grading, especial­
ly in large freshman compostion classes. 
There are two types of teaching, 
prescriptive and descriptive, said Cur­
zon. Prescriptive places emphasis on 
grammar, rhetoric, and spelling, while 
descriptive relates to the rules coming 
Curzon sees the move toward holistic 
grading by teachers as a result of their 
frustration. The teachers canflot get the 
students to perform, so instead of im­
posing discipline they lower the stan­
dards, he said. 
"To work efficiently a question must 
be designed carefully. The question 
should lead the writer to produce 
writing of the type desired, usually ex­
pository prose,'' Cairns explained. 
According to Dr. Gordon Curzon, 
holisti� grading is an attempt to take in­
to account the whole student. As ap­
plied to teaching English, the holistic 
viewpoint will place an emphasis on 
what the student is trying to say. Con­
tent will be more important than form. 
out of learning a language. 
While agreeing that rules can be 
changed, Curzon thinks that the basic 
rules of the English language are impor­
tant. The rules may not be sound or 
seem logical, but they are essential, he 
said. 
The best method of teaching is the 
one-to-one approach, but unfortunately 
it is not practical on a large scale, Cur­
zon concluded. 
By standardizing grading processes, 
holistic grading is highly reliable, Cairns 
said. 
Curzon, an opponent of the method, 
views it as a fad that cannot replace the 
rules of spelling, syntax and grammar. 
"Holistic grading : causes mediocrity 
of students' output," Curzon related. It 
has some value but it simply neglects 
Cairns, in contrast, sees clarity of the 
main thesis as more important than 
paragraph order, spelling, and syntax. 
Holistic grading is a carefully worked­
out process that originated at Yale, 
Cairns said. It defines all the elements 
It is difficult to use on an individual 
basis because there is not a chance to 
protest the question, said Cairns. 
· "Holistic grading is not a. fad," he 
said, "but a valuable and valid method 
of gr:�ding." 
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Mustang Dally-Teu Taylor 
PG&E engineer John Sumner, left, debate mediator and Poly speech professor Raymond Zeuschner, 
center, and former GE official Richard Hubbard in Chumash Thursday night 
BY MIKE CARROLL 
Staff Writer 
Speaking against the activation of Diablo Canyon, 
nuclear industry critic Richard Hubbard turned to his 
debating opponent Thursday night and said, "John and 
I agree about one thing. Diablo is safe-just as long as 
we don't fuel it." 
The debate between Hubbard, a former General Elec­
tric Co. official, and PG & E nuclear engineer John 
Sumner attracted an audience of about 700 at Chumash 
Auditorium. 
Sumner said the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant 
was "perfectly safe" and that its benefits would make 
the plant a "good neighbor" for San Luis Obispo. 
"The plant will operate," Sumner declared. "We have 
to put up with that.'! 
Hubbard, one-time chairman of GE's nuclear in­
strumentation department, called Diablo "the most 
dangerously sited nuclear plant anywhere in the 
world." He said the $1.9 billion structure, located just 
three miles from the Hosgri earthquake fault, was 
designed according to 1960s' criteria that do not meet 
current safety standards. 
Hubbard and two other GE officials left the company 
after being concerned "over the impact of the U.S. 
nuclear reactor program on the security and future 
health of the nation." 
The debate, presented by the ASI Speakers Forum in 
cooperation with the Political Action Club, was 
mediated by Cal Poly speech professor Raymond 
Zeuschner. 
Sumner, a six-year PG & E employee, said there is 
"nothing special" about the radiation associated with 
nuclear plants because, like heat, it is simply a form of 
energy. 
The PG and E official said there was no air or thermal 
pollution linked directly to nuclear power. The thermal 
effects of nuclear plants do not present any en· 
critic debate 
vironmental or health dangers, he added. 
On the subject of radiation problems, Sumner said 
that "health effects or dangers at this point in time are 
hypothetical and theoretical." 
According to Sumner, radiation produced by the� 
Diablo plant could be released during normal operation 
of the plant when: radiation is periodically vented in ac­
cordance with Environmental Protection Agency stan­
dards; during transportation of fuel to and from the 
plant; or during the handling of waste from the plant. 
The most important -radiation danger, however, 
would be in the event of an accident when uncontrolled 
amounts of toxic substances could be released, Sumner 
indicated. 
The PG & E engineer said the "main health hazard" 
was not radiation but the fear generated by anti-nuclear 
activists in the San Luis Obispo community who 
misunderstand the risks associated with nuclear power. 
Citing United Nations statistics, Sumner s.aid 
"background radiation" already in the environment 
would constitute 500,000 times that released by Diablo 
Canyon. 
Hubbard questioned the safety of Diablo mainly 
because of its proximity to the offshore earthquake 
fault. He said the assumptions made by PG & E about 
Diablo's ability_ to withstand a major earthquake had 
appalled "the academic community." 
"We don't really know how safe Diablo Canyon really 
is," Hubbard said. 
The former GE employee said an earthquake could br­
ing down power lines linked to the plant, forcing 
emergency systems into action and requiring 
"thousands of things to operate properly and in proper 
sequence" to insure the safety of the plant. 
Sumner countered that Diablo was the only nuclear 
plant in the country with a sl?,ut-down mechanism 
automatically operated by ground motion. 
Citing the hazards of nuclear wastes and uranium 
mining, Hubbard told the audience, "You've been told a 
lot of platitudes about nuclear power-that it's clean, 
cheap and safe." He said these adjectives were ques­
tionable. 
Hubbard said that during his 10 years in GE's 
nuclear section, he faced increasing problems and 
decreasing funds each year. He indicated he was 
pressured to lower the quality sampling standards on 
nuclear components due to the nuclear department's 
financial situation. 
At the same time, Hubbard said, he was telling the 
public that nuclear plants were "perfectly safe." 
Hubbard also contended there was a "50-50 chance" 
the wastes from Diablo Canyon would be stored in 
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Supporters, opponents off ee increase thrash it out 
BY MARY McALISTER 
Staff Writer 
The proposed ASI fee increase was alternately deem· 
ed an unfair tax and a necessary inflation fighter 
Thursday by representatives of groups advocating and 
opposing the referendum. 
Speaking on KCPR's Open Channel, representatives 
from both the ASI and the Stop Fee Increase Commit­
tee addressed issues surrounding the fee referendum set 
for April 8 and 9. 
ASI Vice President Nick Forestiere and Program 
Board Chair Stephanie Nelson spoke for the ASI in sup­
port of the increase and emphasized the need for added 
revenues to offset runaway inflation. 
"The inflation rate has gone up dramatically and 
eaten away at our program funds," Forestiere said. 
The biggest problem has been fixed overhead costs, 
he added, as salarie.s and insurance rates have increased 
dramatically. 
Forestiere also pointed out the range of programs of­
fered by the ASI, such as activities, services, and a 
voice to the faculty and administration. 
Besides directly related student activities such as the 
Learning Assistance Center and Hobby Garage, 
Forestiere noted, the ASI provides more indirect ser­
vices such as insurance and duplication for all clubs. 
Nelson added that the Program Board sponsors con­
certs, films, special events, and Speakers Forum. She 
stressed that it is "important to have an idea of where 
benefits are coming from.'' 
Forestiere said the increase is needed to "bring ASI 
up to the buying power of 1978 and maintain it there." 
1978 was the year that Cal Poly reached maximum 
enrollment and a fixed revenue, he said. 
Speaking for the opposition, Steve Jensen of the 
Campus Libertarians and Clyde Steele of the Stop The 
F'ee Increase Committee called the fee proposal unjust. 
Steele said it is unfair for the ASI to ask others to pay 
for their activities. 
"They ask all students to pay for benefits garnered 
by a few,'' he explained. 
He added that he resents the fact students are forced 
to pay the fee under threat of not being allowed to 
register and further believes that the poorer students 
are in effect supporting the wealthier students. 
"Students who cannot participate pay for those who 
can," he said. 
Jensen noted their campaign is not a distructive but a 
constructive one and stressed that voluntary options 
must be considered. 
"Many organizations support themselves, such as 
the Soils Club and Poly Phase which tailor their ac­
tivities to meet the needs of students and con'3umers," 
he explained. 
"It is important that students gain knowledge of be-
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South Africa booted from U.N. 
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - South Africa, twice 
before expelled from the U .N. General Assembly, was 
kicked out again Monday. 
· The world body voted 112-22 with six abstentions to 
accept a credentials committee's recommendation that 
South Africa not be seated because its white-minority 
government does not represent the majority of South 
African people. 
The United States voted in the credentials committee 
to accept the South African delegation, and voted 
against the committee recommendation on the floor. 
Costa Rica and Spain abstained in the committee and 
the other committee members-the Soviet Union, 
China, Angola, Kenya, Haiti and Singapore-voted not 
to seat the delegation. 
The United States argued that United Nations rules 
state credentials must be property signed by an official 
of the government sending the delegation, and South 
Africa had met that requirement. 
South African Ambassador Jacobus Adriaan Eks­
teen and his counsellor, David W. Steward, left the hall 
immediately after the assembly vote was announced. 
Reagan hits special interests 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan assailed 
on Monday the special interest groups standing in the 
way of his economic recovery program and pleaded with 
urban leaders to realize that "the only power needed to 
restore America's strength is will power.'' 
In his first formal speech since he advanced his 
budget and tax-cutting plan to Congress on Feb. 18, 
Reagan complained to the National League of Cities 
that a "political gauntlet of interest groups" threatens 
to dismantle it. 
While some have raised legitimate concerns, he said, 
"I'm finding it increasingly difficult not to call some of 
ihem selfish interest groups." 
WE'RE ON 
OUR WAY. 
You can be, too. By J01ning Peace Corps or VISTA In a 
few days, our recruiters will be on campus to tell you 
about volunteer opportunities 1n thousands of commu­
nities here at home and 1n over 60 developing nations of 
the Tri1rd World. If you want tn build your future and 
that of others. look for our recruitment team soon It s a () 
good way to make n world of difference to those who · • 
need 1t. Peace Corps and VISTA 
Add one or two years of practical Job experience to 
your Cal Poly studies in agriculture, biology, chemistry, 
math, civil engineering, architecture, liberal arts and 
CT.her subjects. Sign up this week for applications and 
information in the Placement Center March 3, 4, 5 and 
in front of the bookstore. 
We Help You Buy or Sell! 
STUDENT& 
FACULTY 
MOBILE HOMES! 
* SLO & Other Close-In Areas.
---Prices horn $7,995 Up! * Sell Your Home thru us/faster,.
for m ore money, a_t no cost to yolJ!
· ... :"*Liberal Financing Availab.le!,.· 
� . . 
: �,�/ C�llJ�rnfo'; La�g�;t Mo·b;;le :�i:;;
i ·• . · 
Retailing Organization"'-.,·.·:{._..., t. · ' .· . <, s_,/': •, ?:� : J:-!/I:'t-�·//;iY::
\·  'H?_�cbuyint_f�f!ad�u_a�!�I,::S 
h1rThe Golden'Coast_ .". . .. 
@� ' ·. 9tDEN .. · oAsr MOBILE HoMes
:iF, 'Ar,:•o 6� 81..-d. M?rfr �Ry. ;72-4_4J1 
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Newsline 
Evolution teaching ban sought 
SACRAMENTO (AP) - The lawyer ·for fundamen­
talists trying to limit the teaching of evolution in 
California schools told a crowded courtroom Monday 
that the state's policy is "essentially hostile to 
religion." 
The fundamentalists won an opening round when the 
trial judge refused a state request to dismiss their suit, 
saying they had the right to try to prove their 
children's rights were violated. 
The suit by a San Diego group called the Creation· 
Science Research Center, on behalf of three children of 
its director, Kelly Segraves, challenges the state's 
guidelines for science textbooks, which refers only to 
evolution as the theory for the development of life 
forms. 
Schools are free to buy other texts, but must pay 
more for them. 
The plaintiffs contend the guidelines violate freedom 
of religion, and seek equal treatment for the biblical ver­
sion of creation, which they say they can support with 
scientific evidence. The Creation-Science center 
publishes textbooks based on that theory but the state 
has refused to approve t�em as basic science texts. 
Labor union case to be decided 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court said 
Monday it will decide whether workers with access to 
management's confidential files can join a labor union, 
a case which could affect secretaries and thousands of 
other white-collar employees. 
The justices said they will hear National Labor Rela­
tions Board arguments aimed at granting the right of 
union membership to most such workers. 
Sun Dance Ranch 
WANT A GREAT SUMMER JOB? 
There are many rewards working for a 160 acre small 
private children's camp in the northern California 
mountains; endur\ng friendships with other staff and 
with your children; a chance to work in the beauty 
and sun of the out-of-doors;_a chance to work and play 
hard; and a chance to learn a lot about your abilities 
and limits in a challenging and supportive environ­
ment. 
We are looking for a staff who is independent, mature, 
and likes a challenge. Camp and ranch activities in­
clude horsemanship, small animals, swimming, rock­
climbing, music, art, gardening, backpacking, 
sports, carpentry-as well as special hobbies and skills 
introduced by the staff. Staff members must be 
qualified to teach in one or more of these areas. 
Because of a high return rate of staff to Sun Dance 
Ranch we have few women staff positions available 
and more positions open for men. We hire sophomore 
I level minimum. If you are mterested in interviewing with Phil and Mindy they will be on campus Wednes 
1 
day, March 4th in the Placement Center on campus. 
I There will be a sign-up sheet in the office. 
THE WORLD IS YOUR ·cAMPUS , 
Three World itineraries are 
offered in the academic year 1981-82 
sponsored by the University of 
Pillsburgh. 
AROL il,l) THE WORLD ,alls Sep1emtlt'r 9. 1981 
from Seallle 
OLD WORLD '-lFII WORLD (Europe 1\fnca South 
America). ,..,;1, \larch 4 t !J 2. •rom F1 Lauderdale 
MEDITF.RRA�EAN WORLD sails June 20 1982. lrnm Balumore 
�ore lhan 60 un11.t>rs1ty course-.. w11h in-port and voyav,-relo1tt."d emphuis facult)' from 
Um..,.er,;1t\ ol P1Hsburgh and Olhtr leading univer.sillt-5. augnwnted by v1s1t1n11 ,UM experts, 
P,Uf1C'1pac1on 1s open to quahf,ed -.tudenl<t from all accrediled coll� and umVttSlties Sem�rr 
al 5'a adm11s �:.rdems w11hout �garJ to cok>r. racf> or crf'ed Th� S.S tlmverw lS fully au- • 
conilillOned. 18 000 ions. �,�r � in Llbtua and built m Antf'tlCa 
For a rrtt UJlor twodture, •rite: Scmener at Sea, lJCIS, linl'Yft"'ait)' of P'ltt9INrlh. Forbu �anale, Pttubur1ta, PA 15260, or caU toll frtt flOOt 854-411511n CaHtor­
nla <all (714) Sll-67781-
Zone Presentation 
Thursday March 5, 1981 
12:00 pm Fischer Science 292 
7:00 pm Science North 213 
Salvador head seeks mediation 
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - Jose 
Napoleon Duarte, presfdent of thi� natio� at the center 
of a growing U.S.-Sovtet antagorusm, srud Monday he 
is ready to meet with r_epr_e�entative� of the Socialist 
International to seek a political solution to the bloody 
rightist-leftist conflict here. 
· At the same time in Panama, Bernt Carlsson of 
Sweden, the secretary general of the Socialist Interna­
tional said the most important leftist and guerrilla 
group� in El Salvador had accepted the group's media­
tion offer. 
The group is an international organization of social 
democratic parties-which have a political philosophy 
of gradual, non-revolutionary movement to socialism. 
Carlsson said the groups agreeing to mediation were 
the Democratic Revolutionary Front-an umbrella 
organization that includes several leftist groups-and 
the Farabundo Marti Front for National Liberation, a 
coalition of guerrilla groups. 
Carlsson said he would meet in Washington on Tues­
day with State Department officials and offer the 
mediation services of former West German Chancellor 
Willy Brandt-a Social Democrat-to begin talks with 
President Reagan. 
The United States provides military and economic 
aid to El Salvador's ruling civilian-military junta and 
has accused the Soviet Union of giving military aid to 
the anti-government guerrillas through third parties, 
particularly Cuba. · .· 
Guillermo Manual Ungo, president of the Democratic 
Revolutionary Front, is also the leader of the National 
Revolutionary Movement, which calls itself a social 
democratic party. 
Correction 
Tuesday we reported that Stephanie Nelson had quit 
her Programs Committee chair post as well as her posi­
tion on the University Union Board of Governors. 
Nelson only resigned her UUBG post. 
NUWES 
ENGINEER CAREERS 
ElectronidMechanical 
Navy's undersea test and evaluation facility in the 
Pacific Northwest seeks entry level engineers with 
interest i1_1 underwater weapons and weapon 
systems. 
Positions available in Washington,, Hawaii and 
Southern California. 
Talk to our Civilian Recruiter on your campus, 
March5 
NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE 
ENGINEERING STATION 
Code 0622, Keyport, Washington 98345 
Telephone: (206) 396-2433/2436 
Every Tuesday 
I 
tonight 
JI COLL 
JAZZENSEM 
T! ! 
featuring Jean Short on keyboards 
HAPPY HOUR .EVERYDAY! 3-6 
pm $1.50a pitcher 
MON.-CHILI NIGHT $1.00 a Bowl 
1037 Monterey 543-5131 
( ext to Fremont Theater) SLO 
\ 
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Mayoral candidates speak their minds 
Billig: council unity needed to meet city's needs 
Melanie Billig 
To Melanie Billig, the job of San Luis 
Obispo mayor means more than just sit­
ting on city council. For this reason, 
Billig said she is running for the posi­
tion of mayor even though she has two 
years left on her term on the council. 
The mayor, Billig said, is in a position 
to provide the direction and leadership 
for the city and council that other coun­
cil members do not enjoy. As mayor, she 
would try to unify the council's 
members to work together to meet the 
needs of the city. To· do this, Billig said 
she would try to encourage harmony 
among the council members and provide 
"strong, positive, dynamic leadership." 
Billig said she does not mind disagree­
ment among council members on issues 
facing the city. However, Billig said she 
is concerned that some members seem 
to represent the interests of only a few 
citizens, and disregard those of the en­
tire community. 
"Our job is to make the city a better 
place for all to live, not just a few peo­
ple," Billig said. "We have to represent 
everyone equally." 
As a city council member and former 
planning commissioner, Billig also 
thinks she has the experience necessary 
to be an effective leader. 
Through these posts, Billig said she 
has learned a great deal about how city 
government operates and how to work 
with other people to meet goals. 
"You have to be a team player," Billig 
said. "You also learn to 'agree to 
disagree' without losing respect (for 
your foes)." 
Like her main opponent Floyd Hit­
chc0<;k, Billig believes city growth is the 
biggest issue facing voters in the March 
3 election. 
"I believe managed growth must be 
consistent with our natural resources 
and our economic resources." 
Billig said the city must consider fac-
tors such as future water supplies, air 
pollution and the city's economic health 
before allowing further growth. The 
quality of growth is also more impor­
tant than the quantity, Billig said. 
"We should not be encouraging urban 
sprawl," Billig said. "There is a fragile 
balance between uncontrolled growth 
and no growth at all that we must 
meet." 
The people of San Luis Obispo, Billig 
said, want the city to maintain its 
natural surroundings. To do this, Billig 
said, will require foresight. 
"We have to be able to project," Billig 
explained. "We need people in city 
government who have vision of the 
future." 
Billig said uncontrolled growth could 
lead to a shortage of water, in turn forc­
ing a housing moratorium, or what she 
called "crisis management." 
In addition, Billig doesn't believe the 
spiralling rise in local real estate prices 
has been caused by a housing shortage 
or limited growth. Billig said factors 
beyond the city's control, such as in­
terest rates, inflation, speculation and 
labor costs take most of the blame. High 
real estate prices, Billig said, are a pro­
blem in many other California cities. 
To solve the shortage of student hous­
ing near Cal Poly, Billig said the. city 
must take several steps. Most impor­
tant, she said, is for the city and Cal Po­
ly to cooperate. 
'The voting public deserves a choice' 
Floyd Hitchcock, a 38-year-old apart­
ment manager, says he's running for 
mayor of San Luis Obispo because he 
believes the voting public deserve a 
choice. 
"I could not vote for the only other 
person running for office," said Hit­
chcock, not mentioning opponent, 
Melanie Billig, by name. The 15-year 
local resident believes the upcoming 
election }Vill be won and lost on the issue 
of future growth. 
"What we have to do is provide 
housing for the middle class.,, 
Hitchcock called Billig's growth 
stance "a radical one," and said she 
backs a local politcal element which 
calls for no futUFe growth. That ele­
ment, Hitchcock said, "is stagnating 
our city." H i tchcock beli eves 
unreasonable restrictions and time 
delays have been placed on new housing 
construction here, creating a housing 
shortage. 
The most visible effect of this shor­
tage, Hitchcock said, has been a steady 
increase in local real estate prices. As a 
result, he believes, San Luis Obispo is 
slowly becoming an elitist community. 
As housing costs have increased, Hit­
chcock explained, young families and 
middle-income people have been priced 
out of the housing market, and are in-
stead moving to outlying communities 
such as Atascadero and Los Osos. 
Hitchcock said this trend is forcing 
the closure of local elementary schools 
as the number of young families living 
here .decreases. Hitchcock also thinks 
the housing shortage creates energy 
waste, since many local employees are 
forced to commute to and from San Luis 
Obispo each day. 
Hillside development, Hitchcock said, 
is an issue that has been "beaten to 
death" by local politicians. He said that 
most buildable hillside land has already 
been developed. He feels the remaining 
hillsides of the city are "pretty well con­
trolled" by the city's general plan to 
prevent development. 
To meet the housing needs of middle 
income people, Hitchcock said people 
must encourage construction of high­
density dwellings, or the development of 
new mobile home parks. 
"What we have to do is provide hous­
ing for the middle class," Hitchcock 
asserted. "We have a legal responsibili­
ty and a moral responsibility to do 
that." 
However, Hitchcock doesn't think the 
city population should grow faster than 
two percent a year, as prescribed by the 
general plan. 
"I don't think the majority of the 
city's people will accept a faster rate 
than two percent," Hitchcock said. 
Hitchcock does believe the city should 
plan for increased water needs. San Luis 
Obispo has a population of 35,000 and a 
water capacity for 42,000. 
"We should investigate alternative 
sources of water, what the cost will be 
and how to pay for it," he said. 
Hitchcock is a 1972 graduate of Cal 
Poly. Although he majored in physical 
education, he is now manager of the 
local Eldorado and Woodside apartment 
complexes. Hitchcock's interest in this 
business dates back to his Cal Poly 
days, when he was in assistant manager 
at Mustang Village for 3½ years. 
"I really fell in love with it," Hit­
chcock said of the work. 
To provide more student housing, Hit­
chcock suggests . the university should 
consider entering a joint venture with 
the city or with a private enterprise. 
Hitchcock said such a venture should in­
clude the construction of a "Greek row" 
and married student housing on cam­
pus. 
Hitchcock said he considers Cal Poly 
students an asset to the community and. 
should be treated as such. 
"We should be working more closely 
with the university,"· Hitchcock said.· 
"The bad aspects of the student popula­
tion are blown way out of proportion." 
Hitchcock considers himself a 
moderate on most issues facing the city, 
including growth. He also believes he is 
more accessible to the- public and more 
"I think it's-erucial for the students to 
have the city and the university work­
ing together," Billig said. 
The construction of a "Greek row" 
and married student housing on campus 
would also help ease the shortage, Billig 
said. The councilwoman said she has . 
also fought to prevent the re-zoning of 
vacant land near Cal Poly to allow office 
construction. 
"That (re-zoning) has got to stop," 
Billig said. "With so little high-density 
zohed land near Cal Poly, it's criminal to 
re-zone it." 
"Our job is to make the city a 
better place for all to live, not just a few people. 
To solve the city's traffic problems, 
Billig said she supports the con­
struction of new innovative bicycle 
paths, an expanded bus system and in­
creased car pooling. However, Billig ad­
mitted that cars will continue to abound 
in the city. For this reason, she supports 
the construction of a new parking facili­
ty downtown. 
Government should not be viewed as 
a necessary evil, Billig said, but as a 
way to improve the lives of all its 
citizens, as long as its leaders have a 
positive attitude. 
Floyd Hitchcock 
open minded than his opponent. Hit­
chcock said it is ironic that Billig says 
she is accessible yet has an unlisted 
telephone number. 
A father of three daughters ("a fourth 
one on the way"), Hitchcock believes he 
is deeply committed to the future of San 
Luis Obispo. 
"I feel I have something to offer the 
· people of San Luis, and I want to see 
that the character and integrity of the 
environment is maintained while also 
meeting the future needs for growth." 
Stories by Dave Brackney
Co-candidates 'speak to needs of the oppressed' 
James Patton 
James Patton and Victor Churchill 
believe a coalition of students, en­
vironmentalists, elderly people and 
ethnic minorities carry enough votes to 
elect them co-mayors of San Luis 
Obispo in today's election. These people, 
the 1980 Cal Poly graduates said, have 
' been neglected by city government in ' 
the past, but could change that by 
voting for the co-mayoral candidates to­
day. 
Churchill and Patton believe they 
speak to the needs and concerns of these 
"oppressed groups" and said they will 
work to answer their problems, if 
elected. The candidates' support will 
come soley from write-in votes, since 
they announced their candidacy after 
the ballot filing deadline had passed. 
However, Churchill said they have a 
"complex, very well thought-out cam­
pl;lign strategy" and are in the race with 
the full int ticm of winmng. 
"This is a unique opportunity for the 
people of San Luis Obispo," Churchill 
said. Patton added, "We wouldn't have 
embarked on this unless we were 
positive we could win." 
Although city growth has been the 
biggest issue in the mayoral and city 
council races, the co-candidates feel 
there are other issues of greater impor­
tan'ie· 
The mayoral campaign, the can-
didates said, has been largely a grass­
roots effort, in which their own sup­
porters are seeking out new converts. In 
turn, they are hoping those new con­
verts will encourage others to vote for 
their ticket, creating what Churchill 
called a "mushroom effect of increasing 
support."" 
The main issues facing voters. the co­
candidates said, are nuclear power and a 
need for increa&ed resource con­
servation. 
"These issues are primary to life," 
Patton said. 
As co-mayors, the two said they 
would do everything in their power to 
prevent the opening of the Diablo Ca­
nyon nuclear power plant. 
"We wouldn't have embarked 
on this unless we were positive 
we could win.,, 
"We are positive that we can gather 
an effective resistance movement large 
enough to stop Diablo Canyon from 
opening," Patton said. "We will r..Jt 
compromise. We will not bend. We will 
not negotiate," he continued. "Stop it or 
convert it." 
The "obvious" potential hazards of 
Please see page 4 
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Mustang Dally--Dan Sternau 
Cal Poly 190-pounder Wayne Christian (left) has earned a berth to the NCAA National wrestling meet 
as he finished second in the West Regionals. He will be joined by five other Mustangs in Princeton,
N.J., in two weeks. Cal Poly has won the team title for the eiohth straight year.
Political Action Club (PAC) Endorses 
ALLEN SETTLE 
FOR CITY COU CIL 
OTE ARC 3rd. (X) 
(Paid for b ttle f r Council Committee 
1356 Marsh, Laverne 
1 
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llowlin' Good! 
Poly wins swim e 
The Cal Poly men's swim three weeks. 
team has cleared its last 
berth ·before the CAA 
Division I I national meet 
Youngstown, hio n 
ot og 
Cal Polv easily out­
distanced Northridge to 
wm he Independent Con· 
ence meet at San Diego 
ye ec n 
Cal Poly semor Maggie 
Keyes contmued to tm· 
prove her mdoor mile tim­
ing s he finished one se-
ond b hind Jan Merr,ll m 
he women's rmle at he In 
door at1onal Champion­
ship in ew York. 
eyes clocked .35.47 
in front of 15,891 fans at 
Madison Square Garden. 
12 Broad t. at Foothill 541�3488 
��-������**��� ������-��-�** 
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BY TOM JOHNSON 
Managing Editor 
Before the season began, the Cal Poly wrestling 
squad was billed as a 'rebuilaing team" -a term usual• 
ly synonomous for a team which is supposed to take its 
lumps and gain experience through losing so it can 
become a contender next year. • 
But because of a massive urban renewal program in 
the form of several young, scrappy wrestlers being add­
ed to the starting squad as the season progressed, the 
team developed ahead of schedule. 
The team couldn't have picked a better time to show 
its new-found maturity than last weekend as it earned a 
stunning 22-point victory in the 1981 NCAA Western 
Regional Championships in Poly's main gym, sent six 
men on to compete in the national championship at 
Prmceton, N.J .. March 12-14, and silenced most of its 
critics in the process. 
Chris Cain, Craig Troxler and Paul Spieler all tallied 
firsts in their respective weight classes while Chris 
Delong, Louis Montano and Wayne Christian all earned 
strong second place finishes to spnrk the Mustangs to a 
781,2•u61/2 victory over co-tournament favorite Brigham 
Young Univer 1ty 
The University of Nev da Las Ve as finished a dis• 
tant third with 37 1 2 01nts, followed by the Air Force 
Academy, New Mexico, Wyonun , Colo ado State and 
Southern Oregon State 
Coach Vaughan 1tc cock has somet1mes been 
critical of the team' performance m the past, but had 
nothing but praise for the efforts of the Mustangs Fri• 
day and Saturday. 
"I am pleased they did as well as they did," he said. 
"Our guys are battlers, they fight hard." 
Indeed, the Mustang plac -finishers almost to a man 
had to battle hard to earn a plac in the nationals com· 
etition. 
Heavyweight Spieler had to survive two one-pomt 
victories to claim th regions title, ncludi a narrow 
victor over BYU's Larry amilton in the finals. 
ieler was down 4·3 with about 30 seconds left when 
he lipped free of Hamilton and knotted the score. 
'hen the buzzer ounded 1eler was awarded a pomt 
or mhng tune to eke ou a ..>·4 first lace v1ctorv. 
Poly s 142•poun er Cain survived a 9·8 scare agamst 
yommg s Jimmy London m he semi·fina fore 
1cking up a 6·3 wm over ew Mexico Mike Baker in 
he finals 
Troxler was the only �estler to have an easy time of 
it, pinrung Joe Hubbard from Colorado State in the 
emis nd hipping New Mexico's Clarence Laster in 
the final ·3 
f rov dence liad ooked upon the \lu. tang with 
ust a bit mor avor, three other wre tlers would be 
headed for Prmceton. 
Morgan Woodhouse, from BYU, engmeered a rever· 
sal with minute left to nip Poly s Delong m the 134-
pound final Montano us mis�ed a takedown with 10 
seconds left ·n his finals bout, losing to Tony Rowland 
from UNLV, 9-7. Please see page 7 
FISHA DCLAM 
FRY 
All Ye u Can Eat 
onfy$3.99 
Wed. nd Fn 
Howard Johnson's 
Highway 01 
Los Osos Valley Road 
544-6555 
TELEDYNE McCORMICK SELPH CAL POLY VOTES WILL MAKE THE DIFFERENCE 
An aerospace chemical and ordnance 
manufacturing facility located in Hollister 
WILL BE CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS ON: 
March 4 & 5, 1981 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEER 
MELTALLURIGICAL & WELDING 
·T�ECHNOLOGY
. MECHANICAL ENGINEER
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
CHEMICAL ENGINEER
ln1erviews begin at 8:30 a.m. at the 
Contact Placement Center For Appointment 
"I helped lead the referen­
dum on City General Plan 
changes because all voters 
have a right to decide what 
happens to our city. As a 
council member, I will en­
courage broader participa­
tion in government by all 
ages of voters." 
- G/ennaDeane Dovey 
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From page 1 
being self-sufficient," 
Jensen added. "An en· 
vu-onment where you pay 
as you go and are self· 
sufficient is more valuable 
and more consistent with 
American values." 
Both groups addressed 
the question of the legality 
of the fee increase referen· 
dum, a point that Jensen 
has emphasized in his cam· 
paign. 
Forestiere noted that 
Diablo 
From page 1 
San Luis Obispo County. 
He said other states 
wouldn-'t want the wastes 
and that the area receiving 
Dia blo 's benefits wouid be 
responsible for the 
liabilities. 
In his final statement, 
Hubbard encouraged those 
concerned about the safety 
of Diablo Canyon to write 
their congressman, to sup­
pert local groups question­
ing nuclear safety or to 
devote time and money to 
the cause. 
Getting Married? 
vou c n t find th0 �·edding 
nng that's exactly ng)lt I r yc,u 
et u make it! We've been 
elpmg couples des1g:1 their 
wn wedding rhr,;! fc · OV('r 
1ght yeJ1, Your wedding nng 
�hould bt: very pcoal h,o 
After JII t's the rr>ost personal 
p ece of ewelry you l• eve1 
theGOLD 
CONCEPT 
referendum is allowed 
under a bill passed by the 
state legislature which 
removed the $20 ceiling on 
student government fees. 
He added that the bill 
was not specific on proper 
procedures for increasing 
fees, but discussions with 
the Chancellor's office 
determined that only a 
petition signed by 10 per­
cent of the student body 
was required for a decrease 
in fees and therefore the 
referendum was proper 
procedure. 
Jensen said he cannot ab• 
solutely say the referen· 
dum is illegal because the 
law is unclear and could on· 
ly be clarified in court ac· 
�ion which neither group 
can handle. 
He added there should be 
student input prior to in· 
creasing fees, probably in 
the form of a scientific ran­
dom sample, and that the 
best policy is to let the pro-
ros, cons told 
Hubbard also charged 
that PG & E did not "meet 
the law" in seeking a full­
power license from the 
Nuclear Regulatory Com­
mission. 
Sumner countered the 
Pacific utility company 
"went down the path of 
due process ' durmg the 
licensing process. He said 
those who decide to 
blockade the plant in the 
future would do well to pay 
attention to the law. 
Sumner said that while 
Diablo is inactive, its 
potential energy output 
must be made up by paying 
$2.5 million worth of oil 
each day. This is not the 
time for procrastination, 
.he said. 
Sumner charged that 
members of the audience 
who ere against the ac· 
tivation of Diablo mignt 
not admit to being part of 
the anti-nuclear effort in 
the future because "they'll 
be embarrassed." 
Going to McDonald's® is almost as 
much a part of school as going to class. 
You've made us the place to meet, to 
talk, to have a good time, to celebrate 
your vie.tones and help forget defeats. 
You've made McDonald's more than 
ust another place toe-at. And that's why, 
at McDonald's, "we do it all for you.®" 
Nobod.vcan do it 
Hlre.MclJonakl's can 
Cl"cDoiuld\c;ystc:m,lnc 1'177 
·.
HYDRAULIC RESEARCH 
TEXTRON 
For people whose greatest satisfaction in meeting 
a challenge is discovering a new one. 
That's the kind of people that have made Hydraulic Research Textron the 
leader in the manufacture and supply of sophisticated hydraulic compo­
nents for the aerospace and commercial markets. Problem-solvers, people 
with foresight, imagination. Because, in this rapidly changing world of 
high technology, new challenges arise every day. 
If you're studying Mechanical, Electrical, Manufacturing, Industrial or 
Chemical Engineering, HAT has a stable, challenge-filled future for you in 
Southern California. If you'd like to find out more about us, and about your 
possibilities with our expanding organization, get together .with us on 
March 5 for a personal interview. For details and sign-ups, contact your 
Placement Office. 
HRT ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
MA�CH 5, 1981 
cedure run the· gamut 
because he believes the 
referendum will fail. 
Jensen �lso addressed 
the question of whether it 
would be effective to have 
a pay-as-you-go policy for 
ASI sponsored events. 
He said it is a question of 
"Do the students really 
value the activity in pro­
portion to its actual cost?" 
"If they don't," he add­
ed, "then the program 
should be eliminated." 
"We are arguing for 
justice across the board,'' 
he ·aid. "If. a program 
operates and supports 
:tself, fine. Otherwise it 
shoi,tld not exist." 
Forest.iere noted that 1t 
is less expensive for the 
ASI to provide for clubs 
than to allow them to bear 
individual costs. 
Nelson noted that they 
do not directly give money 
to clubs and orgaizations 
but instead expand ser-
vices that are already be­
ing used for other groups. 
Jensen and Steele ques­
tioned the ASI's $37,000 
allocation to the In­
structionally Related Ar,­
tivities board, noting that 
the IRA receives separate 
funding with a $3 per 
quarter fee. 
Forestiere called the ap­
propriation a donation. 
Steele responded by call­ing the fee a tax extracted by force. 
El Salvador film slated 
A film about the crisis in El 
Salvador, entitled El Salvador: 
Revolution or Death, will be shown at 
the C.L. Smith Elementary School, 
1375 Balboa St., Laguna Lake, on 
Saturday, March 7 at 7:30 p.m. 
The documentary, produced by the 
Word Council o Churche , contains 
footage of mas.-de onstrations, n 
CAL POLY VOTES WI 
battles and speeches by leaders of all 
factions there. There are also inter· 
views with many p asants who give 
first-hand accounts of brutal repres­
sion. 
Admiss;on to the film is rree: 1t is 
presented by the Committee in 'up­
port of the People of El .. ,alvador an 
SCP ES of San Lms Obispo. 
AKE THE DIFFERE CE 
"Today is the day to elect 
a City Coun·cil · tha 
represents a majority of  the 
oters. We now reaslize what 
can happen when people 
lose control of their go ern­
ment. I pledge myself to 
represent all voters, not just 
a minority· with special in-
erest." 
- Glenna Deane Dovey
ATE u 
Comrrtttee to Elect Dovey, 2000 Fixlini, Alvin E Rhodes, Treas 
L 
l 
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Our Their Our flight Their flight 
comfy pillows. comfy pillows. attendant's smile. atkndant's smile. 
I I $719 $1)66 round trip. rotindfri . ,,,. (unrestricted) ( unrcstncted l 
Our Their Our Their 
magnificent view. magnificent view. incredihle price. incredihle price. 
Shannon or Amsterdam. Ila restridions. 
Starting May 19, we'll get you to Europe from 
LA just like the other airlines. But at a price that 
isn't �nsidered grand theft. 
With absolutely no restrictions. No advance 
purchase. No minimum stay. No penalties. 
Sta11ing June 2, we'll offer 747 service, 
and we'll have the only non-stop scheduled 
service from LA to Shannon. You can stop-
over in Shannon on your way to or from 
Amsterdam for free. And return from 
either city. 
Ask about our 10% discount to holders of the 
International Student 1.0. Card. 
For reservations, call 800-772-2694 (in Bay 
Area, 415-577-6300) or your travel agent. And 
help put an end to skyway robbery. 
Transamenoa 
Airlines 
-�------...,;....._ ____ • ___ ....l,._•'__.,..L:.i, ' ..,_. ....... __ ,;a_�_·· ·.:.:..• -,.,__;, ,..;.;;.._-£.;,...;
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Co-candidates oppose Diablo, drilling 
F�om page 3 that strict guidelines on water and munity action groups _and task
 forces 
D1a?l� Canyon, Patton said, include energy use will attract only a limited set up t? . see how �o
 un�rove govern-
r!diation exposure, earthquakes, ineffi- number of peopte to live in San Luis ment efficiency and mv�st1gate some of 
c1ent evacuation procedures, human er· Obispo. the alledged malpractices at mental 
ror and inadequate waste disposal. "We believe there should be limited health facilities, hospita).s and convale-
In addition, Churchill and Patton said growth in the city," Churchill said, "and sent facilities." . 
they are also strongly opposed to local it will be limited with the type of hous· As co-mayors, Churchill and Patton 
off-shore oil drilling. Instead, they favor ing and energy conservation we're ad- would like to implement a hot lunch pro-
"less dangerous" forms of energy, such vo�ting." gram for the·city's senior citizens. 
as wind, solar and geothermal. Churchill and Patton also oppose new "Everyone should be assured of at 
The candidates also believe con- developments on the city's hillsides and least one hot meal a day,'' Patton said. 
servation of water and other resources support stringent regulations on the "We feel Cal Poly is this area's richest 
should be encouraged more among local types of buildings that can be con· natural resource," Patton said. 
residents. Churchill said they would en- structed within the city. "Wherever possible, the studentt 
courage the installation of water recycl- In addition to housing and environ- should be involved in community action 
ing systems in homes, as well as the ment, Churchill and Patton believe the groups." The candidates also feel 
development of "back to basics energy city faces other important issues. As co· students' senior projects should be 
production methods." mayors, Patton said, they would strive made applicable to civic improvement 
The candidates said future growth is for a more homogeneous community wherever possible. 
not an important issue to them, but feel and greater citizen participation in Patton and Churchill believe student 
problem-solving. support will be vital to their ticket in to· 
Electric & Manual 
Portable Typewriters 
Mustana Daily "People should work together more," 
day's election, and urged all students to 
"' Patton said. "We also want to see com· write them in. 
Yesterday ... 
The Polygram was 
first published April 
25, 1916 at California 
Polytechnic College 
and sold for 5¢. 
··classified A FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED FOR MONTH OF MARCH. CALL 
COLLECT 714-636-2052 AFTER 
6 PM. (3-3) 
Services· 
RENTALS -SALES · SERVICE Call 546-1144 Three Female Roommates 
needed for Spring Quarter. Rent 
Is $107 a month. Call 541-3060. . (3-3) 
Typing very reasonable. Error­
free overnlte service If under 
20pgs. Susie 528-7805 . (3-13) 
TYPING-EXPERIENCED IN 
SENIOR PROJECTS,  
RESUMES, ETC. 541-2289. (3-13) 
NELSON OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
Today ... 
The.Mustang Daily is 
published four days a 
week and maintains a 
Announcements 
PREGNANT? Need help? 
We care! Call A.L.P.H.A. 24 hr. 
llfellne541-3367. (3-13) 
Fem. Roomie 4 Spring Qtr. to Typing-I Proofread and Cor
­
share 2 bdrm apt. close to cam- rect Spelling. $1 .00 Page. Cal
l 
pus. Call 541-5128_ 
(3·S) 
Sherry 544-6373 Before 9 P�3-14) 
Since 1937 
690 Higuera St., S.L.0. 543-7347 
HOURS:Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:30,Sat. 9-12 
circulation of 7000. It 
is one of the only stu­
dent produced and 
published newspapers 
in the country. 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING & 
COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADUATES: 
·1N TODAY'S WORLD OF TEST SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY, MOST PEOPLE PLAY
FOLLOW THE LEADER ...
MEET THE LEADER.
We're the Fairchild Test Systems Group, and we're the pacesetters in an Industry where changes in technology and the market place can happen overnight. That's why we don't simply maintain our products, we constantly update, Improve, and originate new pro­ducts to solve the very latest Industry dilemma. 
As a result, we need people who wonllheir careers to be full �f technicol chollenge ... and al a pace that is fast moving, because as an industry leader, we won't settle for anything less than the best. For you, this will mean greater career growth opportunities, coupled with an environment where creativity Is encouraged, and reworded. 
This philosophy is further advanced by �ur ·commitment to o strong research and development program. As a port of the Schlumberger family of companies, Fairchild Test Systems will continue to follow the successful pattern that Is Indicative of a company that breeds ideas, technology, dedication, and talent. 
OUR COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVE WILL 
BE HERE ON CAMPUS: TUESDAY, MARCH 10th. 
' 
IF YOU'.RE AN EE OR CS GRADUATE, ready io enter a fast- paced industry where you con ap-
ply your talents and ideas to the fullest, then meet our representative on campus to 
discuss the exceptional opportunities awaiting you. 
If unable to meet our representative, please forward a letter of Interest to one or all of fhe 
following facilities: 
Fairchild Subassembly Test Systems. College Coordinator, 
299 Old Niskayuna Rd., Latham, New York 12110 
Folrchlld Test Systems Group 
College Coordinator 
1725 Technology Drive 
Son Jose, CA 950 52 
Falrchild Xlncom 
College Coordinator 
21300 Van Owen 
Canoga Park, CA 91303 
As on affirmative action employer. we encourage women, 
members of min rity groups and the handicapped to apply. 
FAIRCHILD 
A Schlumberger Company 
SUMMER WORK 
Earn $3500 this summer! Major 
Corp. seeks motivated students 
for a full- time summer work pro­
gram. Interviews today at the 
Olive Tree Inn S.L.O. at 4 and 7 
pm and Wed. at 1, 4 ,  and 7 pm, 
suite 36 . Please be prompt. (3-4) 
BIBLE STUDY! 
Dive into Romans with Pilgrim 
8: 00 Fri. N ites Fisher Sci 287. 
(3-5) 
GET DENT AL WEAL TH 
at the 
ORAL HEAL TH PROGRAM 
Student Health Services 
Monday thru Friday 9am-1 pm 
FREE visual EXAM 
No appointment necessary 
(2-27) 
BIRT H  CONTROL 
WORKSHOPS 
For Men&Women 
Tuesdays 11 :00-12:30 
Thursdays 2:00-3:30 
s��=�i�e�ft��;�:�,. (3-3) 
Housing 
2 FMLE roomates Needed $134 
(2) $214 (1) 572 Foothill #11 Non­
smoker pref. 543-5117 Lisa. 
(3-3) 
TYPING 
MARLENE JOHNSON Help Wanted 528-23 82 CALL EVENINGS 
Woodstocks now hiring for part (3-13) 
time help lunch and evenings. TYPING-SENIOR PROJECTS Apply 1015 Court St. (3-3) TERM PAPERS ETC. BEG. AT 
WANTED: Asst. Clrc. Mgr. 85c PG. 544-2547 BEFORE 8 PM. 
Mustang Daily. Apply In writing (3·4) 
to General Manager, Rm. 226. PROFESSIONAL TYPING, IBM 
Absolutely no telephone calls CORRECTING SELECTRIC. 
plea,se. BONNIE543-0520 EVES. (3-13) 
Lost & Found 
$SO REWARD! 
For infor ieadlng to the return ol 
HBO TV Convertef. Property of 
Delta Tau Fraternity. Last seen 
on Sat. Nita Feb: 21 during Toga 
Party. Please call 544-7883 or 
543-9656. (3-3) 
EXPERT Typing and Editing. 
IBM Correcting Selectric. Call 
Nancy.541-5581 or544-5541 . 
For Sale 
NEW SANKYO MINI-MICRO 
TAPE RECORDER $100 or BEST 
eves 5 41•8869. (3-3) 
LOST Sunglasses in brown MOPED, VESPA BRAVO 1 
case w/letters NOIA. If found YEAR, LIKE NEW, BASKETS 
call Jeff 543-1767. (3_6) 
$450/OFFEA. 544-9534. (3-3) 
'55 CHEV BELAIR In Cambria 4 FOUND: Watch at the end of Dr Sedan, AT, PB, PS, Rad Tl, 
Fall Qtr. to claim Cail 773-5686 . needs engine wk. Never 
_________ (_3_-5) depreclatea. $650 or Best Offer 
FOUND (415)93 3- 3 459. (3-3) 
Eye Glasses gold rimmed with '78 SUZUKI GS750E, MAG Photo-Gray lenses John 544- TRPL, DISCS, LOW MILES 1610. (3-4) $1600 JACK 541-6725 . (3-4) 
· Sine� it doesn't cost any more ...
SUPERB MEXICAN 
FOOD 
GOLD MARGARITAS A 
BUCK A GLASS 
NIGHTLY! 
GO F�r The Quality 
at 
Tortilla Flats 
In The Creamery San Luis Obispo 
Poly gains regional bid 
"If you had a map of the 
United States and you 
drew the longest line on it 
from San Luis Obispo that 
is where we will be playing 
basketball this weekend," 
said Cal Poly assistant 
coach Tom Wood. 
The Mustangs, 20-7 
overall, have gained an 
elusive berth in the NCAA 
Division II regional 
tournament-in an around 
about way. 
The Mustangs will be 
packing their bags for the 
east coast in preparation 
for Friday night's East 
Regional opener with 
Bloomsburg State in West 
Long Branch, N.J. 
Monmouth, the No. 7-
ranked team in the nation 
last week, has been 
selected as one of the eight 
host teams for the opening 
rounds of the 32-team tour· 
nament. Bloomsburg 
State, Clarion State and 
Monmouth are the other 
entrants in the East 
Regional. 
Cal Poly, in losing two of 
its last three games, in­
cluding a thrilling 58-57 
d e c i s i o n  t o  l ow ly  
Bakersfield, lost its bid to 
host the West Regionals to 
East Montana with 
regional entrants Dom­
inguez Hills, Puget Sound 
and Chico· State. 
Poly wrestlers stun BYU 
in Western Regional tourney 
Frompage6 
Christian looked like he was going to pull a tremen· 
dous upset when he controlled Colorado State's Kevin 
Sheesley with less than a minute to go but Sheesley, 
who has completed a 39-1 record over the last two 
years, executed a reversal with less than 30 seconds left 
to squeeze by Christian, 9-8. 
Montano and Christian breezed by their opponents 
by 5-1 and 14·4 scores in their true second place mat· 
ches while Delong was declared the second place 
finisher flat out. 
Poly's 118-pounder Al Gutierrez battled UNLV's 
Roger DeSarf mightily for the right to a trip to the na­
tionals, but lost 14·9 in the true second competition. 
Mike Barfuss, Poly's 126-pounder, and 177-pound Bert 
Ekern took uncontested thirds. 
Other place finishers included: Chris Taylor (BYU) 
and DeSart (UNLV) in the 118-pound weight class; 
Wyoming's Chris Bell and Patrick Souris (UNLV) at 
126; London (W) at 142; Billy Boyd (BYU) and Dale 
Walters (Air Force) at 167; Gary Chadwick (Air Force) 
and Jeff Needs (BYU) at 177 and heavyweight Rick 
Chandler (Southern Oregon). John Fogen, a 150-
pounder from Colorado State, earned a wild card berth. 
Coach Hitchcock was reluctant to predict the future 
of his six Princeton-bound charges, saying, "What 
transpires over the next few weeks will make the dif· 
ference:--If we have any kind of performance, I think we 
may make the Top 10 which will surprise• a lot of peo· 
ple." 
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Women fall short in regional bid 
Storybook season ends as Poly 
loses to Santa Barbara team 
BY VERN AHRENDES 
Sports Editor 
A storybook season has 
come to an end for the Cal 
Poly women's basketball 
team as its hopes for a 
berth in the AIA W Divi­
sion II West Regionals 
were dashed by the Santa 
Barbara Gauchos. 
It was almost too much 
to ask but the Mustangs of 
coach Marilyn McNeil 
came within minutes and 
two points of a trip to the 
regionals. The Gauchos 
rallied in the closing 
minutes, eclipsing a Cal Po­
ly ten point lead, to claim a 
71-69 victory and a spot in 
the playoffs.
Cal Poly, which finished 
the season with a credible 
12-16 overall record and a 
modest 6-6 Southern
Ca l i for n i a  Ath l e t i c
Association mark, had its 
baggage packed and reser·
vations confirmed when 
- the Gauchos made their 
move. 
The Mustangs were in
control of the contest for
30 minutes and only ran in­
to trouble in the last ten
minutes of the game. 
After eliminating its
early-game jitters, Cal Po­
ly rallied to post leads of 
six and eight points in the 
first half behind the clutch 
shooting of senior Colleen
Finney and Laura Buehn·
ing. 
The Mustangs galloped
out to a 22-14 lead and for
boards and ran a smooth 
and methodical offense and 
a stingy defense. 
Sherri Rose, Finney and 
Buehning dominated the 
inside game as they com· 
bined for 23 first half re­
bounds and 22 points. 
Poly carried a seven· 
point lead at the intermis· 
sion and extended it to ten 
in the second half, 50-40, 
before the wall started cav· 
ing in and the momentum 
shifted. 
Santa Barbara began its 
move with 12 minutes left 
in the game led by 5-5 point 
guard Lori Sanchez. The 
sophomore speedster 
started driving the lanes 
and the baseline forcing 
the ball into the heart of 
the young Mustang 
defense. 
Santa Barbara made a 
tremendous charge shav· 
University ofCall{ornla, 
�-
BACKPACklNG 
SPRINO QUARTER 
. 
all intents and purposes 1• 
they looked like a team 
bound for the playoffs. 
15 Units 
SOUTHWt:ST 
CANYONLANDS 
ecology • ethnobotony 
ancient cultures 
ROCKY MOUNTAINS 
ecology • land studies 
wildlife studies 
f'lnanclal Assistance Orants A.11allable phone 408 429-2822 
or write 
WILD�RNESS 
STUDIES 
Cardiff House 
University of California, Santacruz 
Santa Cruz, CA 95064 
ing the Mustang lead from 
ten points to two in two 
and a half minutes, 50-48, 
before knotting the game 
at 54-all with 8:11 left on 
the clock. 
Poly's last 13 points. A 
sl�p at the free throw line 
in the second half haunted 
Poly as it missed six 
charities, including two in 
the last four minutes. 
Buehning scored 15 
po�nts in the second half t<' 
finish with a game-high 28. 
Finney only scored four se­
cond half points to wind up 
with 14 followed by Rose 
with eight and Kristen 
Kopp's seven. 
After Rose fouled out of 
the game, Poly lost its edge: 
on the defensive boards 
and Susan Pierce took con­
trol and scored on back-to· 
back offensive rebo\lnds to 
give Santa Barbara a foµr· 
point lead with 1:30 left, 
68-64. Sanchez led the Gauchos 
Buehning kept the with 18 followed by Nadine 
Mustangs within striking Ramirez 16 and Patty 
distance as she scored 11 of Franklin 14. 
COUNTDOWN 
JOIN KCPR AND COUNTDOWN YOUR 
FAVORITE HITS EVERY MONDAY AT 
7:30 p.m. WHEN KCPR PRESENTS 
"COUNTDOWN". MADE POSSIBLE 
BY A GRANT FROM 
PG!!!IIE 
"Notice" 
Student Special 
All Style cuts $8. 00 
All Perms $25.00 
Victorino's Pla,za Salon 
544-44(J(J 
2040 Parker St. 8:30 to 5:00 
For the first 30 minutes 
of the game, the Mustan�s 
forced Santa Barbara to 
play their style of basket· CAL POLY VOTES WILL MAKE THE DIFFERENCE It wouldn't surprise the members of the eight teams 
which competed against Poly in the Western Regionals. . ball as they controlled the · offensive and defensive 
, I ., 
MIKE'S 
COPY ROOM 
• A COMPLETE COPYING SERVICE" 
CALL 
544-3625 
773A FOOTHILL BLVD. 
SAN LUIS OBISPO. CA 93401 
Chinese Language & Cultural Studies 
C:LCS offers: 
• Reasonable expenses 
• Travel 
_ • Concentrated study m Taiwan 
• Extensive course listing 
• Full university credit 
ENTRY DATES: 4/1-6/12; 6/19-9i4; 9/21-12/18 
First Quarter: Tuition $780; Housing $200 
Accepting applications for all quarters 
For free pamphlet and counseling: 
Chinese Language & Cultural Studies 
P.O. Box 15563 Long Beach. CA 90815 
(213) 597-3361 
GOLDEN BROWN WAFFLE 
AND ... 
*Afresh ranch egg cooked
your favorite way. * AH ihe piping hot coffee or
Tea you want.
rved with melted butter and
map e f ?YSenberry syrup. . �
,· 
TO CUT THE COST OF 
THAT UP COMING 
PROJECT� IS 
OFFERING A 25% OFF* 
SALE ON ILLUSTRATION 
AND MAT BOARD 
11st our SALE 
2.74 2.30 2.05 
Limited to •tock on hand 
• tlat rice 
UnlY&rslly lqwotc 
958a Foothill 
543-1385 
Encl• Nov.28 
•I
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"Every San Luis Obispo 
citizen deserves a safe and 
healthy city in which to live. 
We must not risk losing 
those qualities through the 
misleading promises and 
political pressures of those 
who believe that bigger is 
better." 
- Glenna Deane Dovey
�THE NON-PARTISAN CANDIDA� 
IOIDOVEY FOR COUNCIL 
Committee to Elect Dovey, 2000 Fixlini, Alvin E. Rhodes, Treas. 
Texas Instruments double rebate promotion. 
Save once, save twice and you could get up to 1,000. 
-Pur�ase -one of these Texas lnstrurnems products and we'll send you a valuable rebate chtck pl� a rny,;tery reb�te cert,f,cate war tr- u� to�. 0� 
A B 
S'J\ebate $10 Re\Ute 
A Tl 8us,ness Analyst-i •• F1nanoal Cale• tator 
B T1 Programmable SSC Calculator 
C Tl Programmable 59 Calculator 
D Tl 35 Student Math K,t 51,de Rule Cakulator 
We have coupons and promotion rules at . 
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Vote! 
Typically, in San Luis Obispo city el�ctions, the Cal Poly student voter turnout has been dismal, at best. 
Do you want Cal Poly to grow? Do you think married hous­
ing and a fraternity row are needed on campus? How about 
off-campus housing? Do you believe the rent you're paying is 
too high? 
You, the voter, have these choices to make by the can­
didate you mark on the ballot. Radically different ends of the 
growth/no growth spectrum are represented in this 
election-what's your.feeling? 
You have control. You can make a difference by using your 
democratic right to vote, a right denied to millions of other 
people on this planet, and a right abused by those with the 
power to vote. 
Show the city of San Luis Obispo that half its population 
gives a damn, and show 'em where you stand. 
MX spells security 
BY TOM KINSOLVING 
Soviet SS-19 and SS-20 "monster 
missiles" begin their assent to the top of 
the Ukraine silos. 
Within 30 seconds they are flying 
across the North Atlantic. Their 
destination: unalerted minutemen 
missiles in Western U.S. silos. 
The MX missiles, the mobile nuclear 
weapons capable of surviving a first 
strike Soviet assault, were never built. 
Liberal strategic analyst Paul War­
nke had convinced the administration in 
Washington that inflationary costs pro· 
hibited building the MX missile system. 
So the president concentrated on beef­
ing up the more vulnerable minuteman 
missile system. 
But now, the megaton warheads on 
the SS-19 and SS-20's are separating as 
they jet over the North American conti­
nent. The minutemen can only get half 
way out of their silos before they are 
suddenly obliterated by the deadly ac­
curate Soviet missiles. 
Cities throughout the United States 
are at the mercy of the second nuclear 
assault wave waiting to be launched by 
Soviet leaders. 
The West European nations are also 
in danger, in the event of a conventional 
strategic attack by the Warsaw Pact 
forces. 
NATO's tanks, troops and naval 
vessels are vastly outnumbered. The 
Soviets and their East European divi­
sions could roll unhindered within 48 
hours on through to West Germany's 
Rhine River. 
This is so because our nation has 
allowed its military machine, here and 
Frawls 
abroad, to deteriorate. The post Viet­
nam traumatization has been the root of 
our dangerously· weak position as the 
supposed leader of the free world. The 
U.S. Army chief-of�staff estimates 
about $40 billion is needed to insure our 
forces a fighting chance in the outbreak 
of war. 
The specter of nuclear holocaust is a 
ghastly one. The thought of spending 
billions more of our precious tax dollars 
on military armorment is also an unplea­
sant idea. 
Yet the alternative is even more horri­
fying. Those such as the eminent Paul 
Warnke advocate doing little. or nothing, and in the meantime, appease 
the Soviet Union. In 1938, .Jritish 
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain 
called this philosophy "peace in our 
time." 
It's been shown with tragic results 
what happens when a ruthless 
totalitarian regime perceives weakness. 
Poland and the Nazis in 1939, and 
Afghanistan and the Soviets in 1979, 
are examples. 
Peace through strength may be 
acknowledged by _many as a profit­
making plot by the military-industrial 
complex. No doubt there are immense 
profits from manufacturing MX 
missiles. 
The biggest advantage, though, will 
be the security of our nation and the 
rest of the free world. That's one profit 
that's not dispensable. 
Author Tom Kinsolving is a senior jour­
nalism major and Mustang Daily adver­
tising representative. 
by Mark Lawler 
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Letters 
Poly reflects state ethnic population 
Editor: 
Referring to the editorial "Ethnic 
Barrier" dated Feb. 27: 
Since it is the consensus of the 
Mustang Daily editorial board that "a 
greater effort to recruit black, Asian, 
Hispanic and other minority students is 
needed" let's then review a few basic 
facts. 
In the forementioned article the 
author states that 88 percent of the stu­
dent population is white while 12 per­
cent is non-white (minority students). 
The article goes on to state that "these 
groups (minorities) are vastly under· 
represented in the so called economic 
sector and the fields that Cal Poly 
prepares many of us for: engineering, ar­
chitecture, graphic communications, 
business and agriculture., to name a 
few." It goes on to say that "even in the 
non-technical majors at Poly, there is an 
undermisrepresentaiton of minorities.'' 
Last but not least, the author makes a 
point of saying that a University must 
reflect the ethnic make up of the society 
so to function as a tool to teach not only 
technical but social skills as well. 
It is obvious that part of the function 
of the CSUC system is to provide educa­
tion to all sectors of the population and 
it should be recognized that all sectors 
of the population should have a voice 
and equal opportunity in the college 
system. 
Let's.now turn our attention to some 
other relating facts not mentioned in the 
article. As of the 1970' census, the 
United States percentage of whites was 
85.675 percent while non-whites were 
14.325 percent. The California popula· 
tion breakdown has whites 87 .657 per­
cent and 12.34 percent for non-whites. It 
should also be noted that th� estimated 
1975 ethnic percentage for California, is 
approximately 88 percent whi�e and 12 
percent non-white. 
It should be recognizable from this ad· 
ded data that the Cal Poly student 
population very closely resembles the 
California ethnic make up and very 
nearly for the rest of the United States 
as well. It would seem that propor­
tionately the Cal Poly student popula­
tion does reflect the ethnic make up of 
the California population, and that 
minorities are being represented ade­
quately on campus. 
I agree that better standards for ac· 
ceptance into the Univer�ity sho�d be developed, but giving special cons1dera­
. tion to any group-white, black or 
hispanic should not be tolerated. As a 
matter of fact, the system should be ap· 
plauded for its ability to maintain a p_ro· portionally equal student population 
that does reflect the population of the 
California society. 
Mark James Newland 
Lack of vocal support 
Editor: 
I would like to voice my disappoint­
ment with our so-called "cheerleaders." 
These girls are supposed to rally our 
fans behind our teams. My case in point 
is the lack of support they show for our 
front-running men's basketball team. 
Two Friday's ago, Cal P�ly played Cal 
State LA in a crucial league match. 
However, the only cheers heard were 
from the LA cheerleaders, who had their 
entire squad present. The irony lies in 
the fact that Cal State LA is in 
SECOND-TO-LAST place! 
It was embarrassing to see Mustang 
fans trying to cheer on the team trying 
to compete against the yells of the LA 
yells. 
I would like to recommend that these 
cheerleaders go out and lead the basket· 
ball team on to a league crown, or give 
their uniforms to someone else who is 
willing to do the job. 
Rick Sample 
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